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rupert.troskie@gmail.com

Award-winning editor with sixteen years’ experience
cutting a wide variety of programmes. Four RTS craft
awards for editing, a Wildscreen Panda Award for
editing, a Jackson Hole nominated documentary,
three Grierson nominated documentaries and one
BAFTA/RTS-nominated documentary.

industry awards

GRIERSON 2017 – Monkeys - An Amazing Animal Family (nominated Best Natural History documentary)
Wildscreen Panda Award nomination 2016 – Africa’s Fishing Leopards for Animal Behaviour Award
RTS (West of England Awards, 2016) – Nomination: Craft Award for editing Nature’s Greatest Dancers
Jackson Hole 2015 – Brothers in Blood: The Lions of Sabi Sand – (nominated for best animal behavior programme)
Wildscreen Panda Award winner 2014 – Leopards: 21st Century Cats for best editing
RTS (West of England Awards, 2014) – Craft Award for editing Leopards: 21st Century Cats
RTS (West of England Awards, 2012) – Award for Best Natural History Programme: Jungle Gremlins of Java
GRIERSON 2009 – Earth: The Climate Wars: The Battle Begins (nominated, Best Science documentary)
GRIERSON 2009 – Stockwell (nominated, Best Drama documentary)
RTS (National Awards, 2008) – Craft Award for editing Documentary/Factual: Monkey Thieves
BAFTA 2005 – The Boy with the Incredible Brain (nominated, specialist factual)
RTS (National Awards, 2005) – The Boy with the Incredible Brain (nominated, science and natural history)
RTS (West of England Awards, 2005) – Craft Award for editing The Boy with the Incredible Brain
RTS (West of England Awards, 2004) – Craft Award for editing The Dark Side of Chimps

credits - employment history

March 2017 - August 2017 - Editor
Drugsland
BBC Studios for BBC 3
Capturing the chaos of Britain’s drugs problem. This 4 part series will focus on the city of Bristol and examines how
drugs has become a uniquely devastating human crisis.

October 2016 - February 2017 - Editor
Mountains: Life above the Clouds
BBC NHU for BBC 2
3 Part series that explores the incredible animals and people that carve out a life in the greatest mountain ranges on
Earth. From puma’s in the Andes to snub-nosed monkeys in the Himalaya and big horned sheep in the Rockie’s.

July 2016 – September 2016 - Editor
Yellowstone: Wildest Winter to Blazing Summer
BBC NHU for BBC 2
Kate Humble and Patrick Aryee experience wildlife dramas as they unfold at Yellowstone, one of the most remarkable
places on the planet.
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March 2016 – June 2016 - Editor
Monkeys - An Amazing Animal Family
Offspring for Sky 1
3 x 50’ In this series biologist Patrick Aryee takes us on a journey through time, to retrace the primate family’s astonishing
rise to power through the twists and turns of its family tree. Travelling to wild locations in Central and South America, Africa
and Asia, he gets eye to eye with some of the planet’s most charismatic and mischievous monkeys.

Sept 2015 – March 2016 - Editor
The Savage Kingdom
Icon Films for Nat Geo Wild
6 x 60’ Narrated by emmy-nominated actor Charles Dance the series follows five different clans of predators fighting for
their own piece of the Savage Kingdom. Each episode will focus on one of the competing clans: Wild Dogs, Hyena’s,
Leopards and two rival clans of Lions. Filmed over a year in Savute, Botswana by the team behind ‘Africa’s Giant Killers’
and ‘Africa’s Fishing Leopards’ each story will reveal what it it takes for these predators to survive.

July 2015 – August 2015 - Editor
Life at the Extreme: with Davina McCall
Plimsoll Productions for ITV 1
4 x 60’ How do some of the most extraordinary animals on the planet survive in the most hostile environments? To find out
Davina McCall, one of the nation’s best loved TV personalities takes a leap into the unknown by submitting herself to some
of the hottest, coldest, deepest and wettest places on Earth to experience, first hand, life at the extremes.

May 2015 – June 2015 - Editor
World’s Sneakiest Animals
BBC NHU for BBC 2
3 x 60’ Chris Packham delves into the wonderful world of animal deception. He finds out that these natural born hustlers
would lie... steal.. cheat... and betray in order to stay alive.

March 2015 – May 2015 - Editor
Nature’s Greatest Dancers
BBC NHU for BBC 1
2 x 60’ Steve Backshall, wildlife expert and star of Strictly, explores the ways animals move. Waltzing, body popping,
synchronised tangoing and conga dancing: for some animals, the Earth is one great dance floor.

November 2014 – January 2015 - Editor
Brothers in Blood: The Lions of Sabi Sand
Aquavision for Discovery Networks International
1 x 90’ Filmed over 16 years this is the shocking true story of South Africa’s legendary Mapogo lion coalition and their
violent struggle for power; told by the eye-witnesses themselves. Over just one year, the six lions killed over a hundred
lions, and conquered an incredible amount of land.
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August 2014 – November 2014 - Editor
Nigel Slater: Eating Together
Tigress Productions for BBC1
6 x 30’ In this series Nigel gathers inspiration from the distant cousins of some of his favourite recipes, finding out culinary
secrets from across the world and discovering what makes different cultures within Britain tick.

June 2014 – August 2014 - Editor
‘Natural World’ – Africa’s Fishing Leopards
Icon Films for BBC2
1 x 60’ Narrated by Sir David Attenborough the film follows the plight of a mother leopard who must try to raise her two
cubs in Savute, Botswana an area filled with deadly predators. Filmed over two years by Brad Bestelink (Africa’s Giant
Killers) he reveals some of the most intimate and astounding leopard behaviour ever seen.

April 2014 – May 2014 - Editor
Super Sense: The Secret Power Of Animals
BBC NHU for BBC2
3 x 60’ Presented by physicist Helen Czerski and biologist Patrick Aryee, Super Senses explores how animals sense their
world in ways far beyond our human capabilities.

February 2014 – March 2014 - Editor
A Cabbie Abroad: The Arctic
BBC Factual for BBC2
3 x 60’ London cabbie Mason McQueen is leaving the streets of the capital to work in one of the coldest and most remote
cities on earth – Iqaluit on the edge of the Canadian Arctic. He takes his life in his hands as he battles Arctic storms, roads
icy with snow, and winds gusting 70 miles per hour, to get his passengers to their destinations.

October 2013 – December 2013 - Editor
‘Natural World’ – Honey Badgers: Masters Of Mayhem
Oxford Scientific Films for BBC2
1 x 60’ “Honey badger is bad ass.” Those words and corresponding video became a YouTube sensation with 51 million
hits. This relentless little creature is renowned for its ability to confront grown lions, castrate charging buffalo, and shrug off
the toxic defenses of stinging bees, scorpions, and snakes. Little is known about its behavior in the wild or why it is
so aggressive.

July 2013 – September 2013 - Editor
Monkey Planet
BBC NHU for BBC1
1 x 60’ Presented by zoologist Dr George McGavin, Monkey Planet is about much more than just monkeys – it’s about the
whole primate family. With strange lemurs, acrobatic monkeys and the enigmatic apes, we will be introduced to our closest
animal cousins.
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January 2013 – March 2013 - Editor
’Natural World’ – LEOPARDS: 21st Century Cats
Icon Films for BBC2
1 x 60’ Across India the conflict between humans and leopards is running out of control. In 2004, at least 14 people
were killed by leopards in Mumbai after their shrinking habitat forced them to stray from the national park and enter nearby
neighbourhoods.

October 2012 – December 2012 - Editor
The Bones Of The Buddha
Icon Films for National Geographic
1 x 60’ Historian Charles Allen uncovers the truth behind a mysterious tomb that was found on January 1898 by a British
landowner, William Claxton Peppé, said to contain the relics of the Buddha. The discovery was soon enveloped in scandal
when rumours of forgery surfaced tainting the find until now…

August 2012 – September 2012 - Editor
Nigel Slater’s Dish of the Day
BBC for BBC1
6 x 30’ Cook Nigel Slater shows how, with a bit of culinary creativity, he turns the contents of his weekly shop into seven
delicious dishes – one for every day of the week.

June 2012 – August 2012 - Editor
Lorraine’s Fast, Fresh & Easy Food
BBC for BBC2
6 x 30’ Lorraine Pascale creates amazing food, completely from scratch, in super quick time.

April 2012 – July 2012 - Editor
The Dark: Nature’s Nighttime World
BBC NHU for BBC2
3 x 60’ A series in which an international team of experts and wildlife filmmakers including Gordon Buchanan and George
McGavin are given unique access to the jungles of South America during the hours of darkness.

November 2011 – March 2012 - Editor
Raised Wild
Dragonfly Films for Animal Planet
3 x 60’ Anthropologist Mary-Anne Ochota tries to uncover the truth behind some of the world’s most famous and intriguing
feral child cases. Are these stories urban myths or in fact reality?
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July 2011 – October 2011 - Editor
’Natural World’ – Jungle Gremlins of Java
Icon Films for BBC 2
1 x 60’ Dr Anna Nicaris is the world authority on the ‘slow loris’ - the only primate with a poisonous bite. As she
tries to ascertain why these cute and cuddly little critters need to have venom, we discover that there is far more to
these ‘Gremlins’ than meets the eye. However the threat from a new and unlikely enemy could bring about the demise
of the Loris.

June 2010 – January 2011 - Editor
Taking on Tyson
Touch Productions for Animal Planet
6 x 60’ Iron Mike Tyson the heavyweight pugilist, a life-long pigeon keeper who owns “a few hundred birds,” stars in the
series about bird racing. The show pits Tyson’s birds against the best racing-pigeon owners in New York.

January 2010 – March 2010 - Editor
Genius of Britain
IWC for Channel 4
5 x 60’ Sir David Attenborough, Richard Dawkins, Prof. Stephen Hawking, Jim Al-Khalili, Sir Paul Nurse and Sir James
Dyson explore Britain’s scientific achievements, telling the stories of the scientists who helped shaped our world.

June 2009 – September 2009 - Editor
Once in a Lifetime: Shangri-La with Sue Johnston
Diverse for BBC1
1 x 60’ Sue Johnston follows a novel ‘Lost Horizon’ written in the 1930’s by English writer James Hilton. She tries to find
the mythical Shangri-La, a fictional utopian lamasery high in the mountains of Tibet.

April 2009 – June 2009 - Editor
When Teenage Meets Old Age
LOVE Productions for BBC2
3 x 60’ In this series four typical young people who have no contact with anyone elderly volunteer to work as carers in
a retirement village. They accompany a group of elderly people on holiday and finally they welcome them into their own
homes. It’s an inspirational and emotional journey of discovery for both sides of the generation gap.

March 2009 – May 2009 - Editor
How Earth Made Us
BBC London for BBC2 and National Geographic
5 x 60’ This is the story of how earths systems have been responsible for the rise and fall of human civilization in the past
10,000 years.
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January 2009 – February 2009 - Editor
Top Dogs ‘Adventures in War, Sea and Ice’
BBC Wales for BBC2
3 x 60’series in which Sir Robin Knox Johnston, the first man to sail non-stop around the world takes BBC World Affairs
Editor John Simpson and world famous Polar Explorer Sir Ranulph Fiennes around the notorious Cape Horn.

September 2008 – November 2008 - Editor
Stockwell
Granada for ITV1
1 x 50’ drama/doc - the story behind Jean Charles de Menezes who on July 22 at 10.06 was shot seven times in the
head and once in the shoulder by Metropolitan police officers who had followed him on to a tube train.

May 2008 – July 2008 - Editor
Earth: The Climate Wars – The Battle Begins
BBC London for BBC2
1 x 60’ a series in which Dr Iain Stewart examines the lies, politics and facts behind what has become one of the most
debated issues of our time.

November 2007 – January 2008 - Editor
Monkey Thieves
Off The Fence for National Geographic, Voom & France 5
3 x 25’ docu-drama following a troop of rhesus macaque monkeys who despite having a holy status in India cause
mayhem on the city streets of Jaipur.

January 2007 – March 2007 - Editor
Britain’s Biggest Storm
Granada Media for ITV1
1 x 90’ documentary that uses personal accounts, reconstructions and special effects to tell the story of ‘Britain’s
Biggest Storm’.

June 2006 – August 2006 - Editor
Monarchy with David Starkey Series 3
Granada Media for Channel 4
2 x 50’ programmes in David Starkey’s landmark historical series.
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June 2006 - Editor
Man v Wild: Costa Rica
Diverse Bristol for Channel 4 and Discovery
1 x 50’ programme in which survivalist Bear Grylls shows us how to survive in the wild.

November 2005 – February 2006 - Editor
The Real Rain Man
Focus Bristol for Five and Discovery
1 x 50’ documentary for the Extraordinary People strand, about the memory savant who inspired the Hollywood movie
and the science behind his rare brain condition.

September 2004 – December 2004 - Editor
The Boy with the Incredible Brain/Brainman
Focus Bristol for Five and Discovery
1 x 50’ documentary for the Extraordinary People strand, about mathematical savant Daniel Tammet, who can do massive
calculations and claims he can learn a new language in a week.

January 2004 – April 2004 - Editor
Chimps: The Dark Side
Granada Media for National Geographic
1 x 50’ Graphic reconstructions and scientist’s observations reveal the darker side to one of human’s closest relatives.
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Avid Media Composer 101 course

referees

Brian Leith

Avid Media Composer 3D effects course
Final Cut Pro
Adobe Premiere
DVD Studio Pro
Adobe Photoshop

07966754058
brian.leith@bbc.co.uk
Steve Gooder
07866543119
s.gooder@blueyonder.co.uk
Jonathan Renouf
07739920490
jonathan.renouf@bbc.co.uk

